2019 SUMMER ART ADVENTURE
NEW LOCATION: hosted at Paumanok Elementary School, Dix Hills 5-14 yrs

Do what you love. Meet new friends. Enjoy art together. Build skills

Discover Your Talent at the Art League of Long Island: call (631) 462-5400 or visit www.artleagueoflongisland.org/summer-art-adventure
Click on age groupings listed below to register for specific sessions
The Art League of Long Island is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to broad-based visual arts education, providing a forum and showcase for artists of all ages and ability levels. Since its inception in 1955, the mission has focused on enhancing Long Island’s cultural life by promoting the appreciation, practice and enjoyment of the visual arts.

JOIN Summer Art Adventure for an artful summer 2019

*Develop life long skills in problem solving, critical thinking, creative process, fine motor skills, & art appreciation
* Be an opportunity for children & teens to explore a variety of art mediums
* Provide each student with the chance to find their strengths as an artist
*Give students a chance to work with professional staff & certified teachers
*Be in a comfortable art oriented environment with AC studios/classrooms
*Celebrate your art with family and friends at the weekly art show

PROGRAM LOCATIONS

New Location for Early Childhood, Young Artist, and Mature Artist programs:
Half Hollow Hills, Paumanok Elementary School, 1 Seaman Neck Road, Dix Hills

Full-Day partner program between Art League and Park Shore Day Camp:
AM Session: Half Hollow Hills, Paumanok Elementary School
1 Seaman Neck Road, Dix Hills
PM Session: Park Shore Country Day Camp, 450 Deer Park Ave, Dix Hills
SESSION 1: “FANTASTICAL ART BEASTS” - JULY 8-12
Paint, sculpt, and illustrate a world of mythological animals, people and mystical places. Imagine what fantastical beasts lie beyond that door in the tree trunk. What does your world look like? Study the dragon installation at Caerphilly Castle, Wales, and California artist, Devin Elle Kurtz’s digital paintings of magical animals. Dress for a “Unicorn” party on July 10th.

SESSION 2: “ARTSY CHAMELEONS” - JULY 15-19
Climb, play, jump and swing your way through a world of negative and positive space. Study practicing Dutch paper artist, Peter Callesen and Illustrator Tang Yau Hoong to create a world of reflection and defy reality. Imagine every space must become something. Cut, layer, build and stack to create paper sculptures, illustrations, paintings and multimedia optical illusions.

SESSION 3: “THE FUNKY ART MOVEMENT” - JULY 22-26
Wonky, wacky, whimsical art. Bend, stretch and twist the world around you. Paint, draw and sculpt your super stretchy illustrations to create art that is distorted, elongated and funky. Become inspired by Chinese artist Li Hongbo, Vancouver artist, Dana Irving, and our very own Dr. Seuss. Face Painter & visiting Balloon Artist

SESSION 4: “MUSICAL ART FEST” - JULY 29 - AUG 2ND
Illustrate, paint, sculpt and design a world according to your favorite tunes. Listen to music and imagine the people, animals, flowers and even the wind as they bend and dance to the beat of your favorite music. Study Russian artist, Michael Cheval’s, “Sounding Silence” or Keith Haring’s, “Dancing Figures” and create art that rocks and moves. Live music experience

SESSION 5: “FIREFLIES AND NIGHT SKIES” - AUG 5-9
Paint, draw, and sculpt your summer nights. Capture the neon glow of fireflies and the radiant light of campfires and smores. Dance with the fairies and sing to the moon. Study “Midsummer Eve” by Robert Hughes and Sandro Botticelli’s “Primavera” to create a world of warm summer memories.
EARLY CHILDHOOD/ AGES 5-6
Price per session: M: $220 / NM: $240  9-11:30AM
Early childhood art specialists will guide your child through an exciting hands-on art experience. Children will engage in age appropriate art activities and be inspired by an artist and theme of the week. Explore drawing, painting, sculpting, craft and more, while developing artistic skills. Bring a snack and smock for a summer of artful experiences. Weekly art show to celebrate your child’s artistic accomplishments.

YOUNG ARTISTS/ AGES 7-10
Price per session: M: $450 / NM: $470  9AM-2PM
Young artists will engage in a variety of creative experiences, which include developing artistic skills in drawing, painting, sculpting, printmaking and more. All young artists will develop the confidence they need to practice and create art. We will study an artist of the week, as well as find inspiration through the weekly theme. Bring a bag lunch and dress for an artful summer experience. Weekly art show to celebrate your child’s artistic accomplishments.

MATURE ARTISTS/ AGES 11-14
Price per session: M: $905 / NM: $925  9AM-2PM
Mature artists will continue to develop and advance their skills in our 2-week program, offering opportunity to blossom into creative and thought provoking artists. Teachers will help guide Mature Artists toward expressing their innate creativity, while developing drawing and painting skills, as well as sculpture, printmaking, mixed media, and more. We will study an artist of the week and find inspiration through our weekly theme. Mature Artists will also have the unique chance to work with a guest artist and learn new techniques and skills. Bi-weekly art show to celebrate your child’s artistic accomplishments. Students will be grouped age appropriately, 11-12yrs, 13-14yrs. (Field trip – parents provide transportation)

PRE-COLLEGE PORTFOLIO PREP/ AGES 15-18
Price per session: M: $1260 / NM: $1280  9:30AM-2:30PM
The Art League is offering two 3-week sessions for high school students to fully immerse themselves in the creative process and build their portfolios for college. Experience professional studio practices as you delve into observational and figure drawing, painting, mixed media projects, and more. In addition to a comprehensive studio experience, this program features special lectures, lessons, and demonstrations by professionals who will share studio techniques and strategies for success. Both sessions take place on-site at the Art League. Explore a variety of mediums, meet new friends and make better art. Participating students will have the opportunity to showcase their work as part of an exhibition in our Jeanie Tengelsen Gallery, Aug 10-18

ART LEAGUE + PARK SHORE/ AGES 5-9
Price per 2 week session for Summer Art Adventure: M: $450 / NM: $470  9:00AM-11:30PM
Kids spend mornings in the Art League’s summer arts program, then travel down the road to Park Shore Country Day Camp for the full camp experience. Transportation provided to Park Shore and home; lunch provided at Park Shore. For Park Shore rates and to register please call: (631) 499-8580. Must sign up for a 2 week consecutive program.

SUMMER ART ADVENTURE COMBO DISCOUNT
$20 OFF FOR FAMILIES REGISTERING FOR ANY COMBINATION OF 2 OR MORE SESSIONS. COMBINATIONS INCLUDE: 1 CHILD IN 2 SESSIONS OR 2 CHILDREN IN 1 SESSION. EARLY CHILDHOOD COUNTS AS A 1/2 SESSION. REGISTER ONLINE AT WWW.ARTLEAGUELI.ORG AND CHOOSE SUMMER ART ADVENTURE